
BOWERCHALKE - OXDROVE - MIDDLECHASE
5.3M. Park in carpark in Bowerchalke at SU 0138 2225.

Leave the car park at the rear and walk SW along a narrow confined path behind houses to end by 
crossing a garden to reach the road at SU 011224. Continue SW on the road for 200m and then, at the 
corner, turn right to walk NW. Continue through Woodminton farm (SU 0075 2245) and beyond on a FP 
going generally west at first. At SU 0042 2240 the path trends SW and at SU 0020 2225 turns south. 
Continue steeply down to the edge of a wood at SU 002 220 and then up a steep bank S of the wood to 
reach SU 0015 2180. Then continue across a field (to kale when walked) between SU 0003 2188 to SU 
0003 2180. Continue generally SW to reach a road  (The Oxdrove) at ST 9977 2158. Turn right along the 
road to walk WNW then W to ST 994216. Here take the path on the left to walk SE to Dark Wood Corner 
at ST 99632140. Continue on edge of wood, generally SW to a path junction at ST 9993 2080. Take 
coffee just before leaving the wood.

Walk E to Middle chase farm and beyond to a road at SU 00602075. Cross and take track ENE for about 
1 mile to a road corner at SU 0186 2110. Turn left here and walk NNW for ¼ mile to the Oxdrove at SU 
018215. Turn right and walk ENE to a road at SU 023216. Cross and almost immediately bear left to 
walk N at first and then NW to cross Marlscombe Hill at SU 020273. Continue to drop down a steep bank 
to reach a cross path at SU 0176 2286. Turn left and walk SW on a path and then the road to reach the 
cars in ¼ mile. 


